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Disclaimer
When addressing the potential effects and benefits within any of our websites, videos, newsletters, programs or other content
from www.breakthepattern.com, Break The Pattern® Ltd, we've taken every effort to ensure that we accurately represent
our programs and their ability to impact your life. However. Break The Pattern® Ltd does not guarantee that you will
experience results in any given time framing or that your physical, mental, psychological, or emotional well-being will be
immediately or drastically improved. Break The Pattern® Ltd does not claim to diagnose or treat any specific conditions. It
is our belief that all our ideas, tools, strategies or recommendations have been shown to have an effect for the majority of
people who have successfully engaged with our content; however, nothing on our site is a guarantee to you of any particular
impact or effect. Break The Pattern® Ltd's approach is intended for educational purposes only. Information provided by this
company and its website and programs is not a substitute for individual medical advice. The information contained herein
should NOT be used as a substitute for the advice of an appropriately qualified and licensed medical professional or other
health care provider. The information provided here is for informational purposes only. Although we attempt to provide
accurate and up-to-date information, no guarantee is made to that effect.
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WELCOME

Dear Learner,

When we are looking to change how things
are, it can be a challenging process. Any

Congratulations on taking part in this journey

change is not free of its challenges; I expect

of self development! When you access our

you have a personal story that includes battles

resources you will start to explore and practice

and victories you’ve experienced before you

what physiological and psychological science

emerged the other side with new insights.

teaches us about how to be happier, feel less
stressed, and how to thrive.

By taking on board what is in these FREE
resources, you can learn to break through the

By downloading this information product and

unnecessary tension we create through the

being a part of Break The Pattern’s FBMR™

lifestyles we live and learn how to overcome

resources, you are going to learn about the

the obstacles that can keep you stuck and keep

body and mind and how you can support

you from living in the best way you can for

yourself and after putting these processes into

you and those you love around you.

action and making them habits, you can
experience a happier, healthier and more

As a result of treating thousands of patients and

fulfilling life.

working with hundreds of coaching clients
together with the knowledge gained from

The methods I share with you can help open

studying scientific research, this is what lead

the door to a new way of thinking and being

me to create the Functional Body Mind Re-

that can free your mind and can have you

balancing Processes to help all those who are

feeling more in control of what you get out of

looking to be proactive with their health.

life.
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FBMR resources offer different levels of learning, depending on how far you wish to take your mind
management and development. Our teachings range from these focused information products to four
week training programs, virtual group sessions, small on line afternoon workshops and more personal
one to one support where required.

My aim has always been to get my clients to where they wish to be in the most efficient and effective
way possible but more importantly in creating a fun learning environment to do it in. I want to leave
you with understanding and tools so you can benefit from the obvious and not so obvious protective
health factors available to you, that you can call upon anywhere at any time.
If you wish you can join the FBMR™ community where you are going to find the support to move
your health, well-being and happiness to where you want it as well as taking advantage of special
OFFERS and tasters.

I am here to assist you in the process of change so that you will thrive in life and ultimately experience

happiness and freedom in the way it is meant, and right for you.
Welcome aboard.
Jocelyn

JOCELYN KEEN BSc. (Hons)
Mast. Pract. NLP. MDCH.
Resilience Coach

Jocelyn founded Break The Pattern® Ltd and created the FBMR™ program. She has a unique gift
in taking the complexities of the body and mind and explaining the essential scientific elements and
processes that bridge the two so you can understand these too in a simple, fun way to create positive
change. By working in this way Jocelyn enables her clients and patients to be independent,
empowered and in control of their physical health and mental well-being in the easiest most direct
way possible. Its like mental house keeping, but super charged.
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INTRODUCTION
First of all, well done!
Well, I want you to know that your past doesn’t
Purely by wanting to better yourself and more

have to equal your future and your genes do not

importantly, believing you can change the

determine

direction your health and happiness goes in, you

importantly, you do have a choice when it comes

are already above average in the sea of 7.8 billion

to how happy and healthy you want to be, and

people that exist in the world.

you are about to learn how.

your

health’s

destiny,

more

By investing your time, energy and taking action,
you will learn how to help boost your immune
system so you can deal effectively with life's
challenges and stressors.

Stressful situations will be less challenging. You
We

are

continually

changing;

physically,

mentally, emotionally and spiritually. The cells in

will be able to experience a more happy, healthier
life, so let’s get started.

our body are said to change approximately every
seven years, and studies on the brain reveal
neuroplasticity enables us to alter our nerve

pathways and therefore the way we think, our
habits, behaviours equalling our results and
outcomes.

So what does this all mean?.
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MINDSET FOR HAPPINESS
Have you ever noticed how some

Having our eyes set on a particular goal

people can learn and grow from

and not obtaining it, or simply not

whatever misfortune life throws their

believing that we can withstand a

way, even when faced with as many or

certain situation in our life can be

more hardships as someone else?

devastating.
How is it that some people know how to
navigate through life’s turbulent waters,
whereas others often seem to be

seconds away from drowning?
Psychology has been working diligently
Those specific individuals always seem

to discover the answers to this question

to go through the challenging parts of

and one of the solutions being that it’s

life with more ease and grace.

our mindset that determines how well
we deal with challenging situations.

On the other

More precisely, the critical factor that

hand,

falling

determines how well we handle life’s

despair,

hardships is whether we have the

into
anger,

and

mindset for growth or a fixed mindset.

sadness at the
first

sight

trouble,

is

of
a

common
occurrence amongst the majority of
people.
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GROWTH VS FIXED MINDSET
Having

a

growth

mindset

is

athlete with a growth mindset won’t

characteristic of emotionally resilient

give up the sport or dwell on their failure

people.

These people are usually

for long. They will simply take what they

better at handling stress, pressure, and

can learn out of that situation, and

failure.

implement that information into their
training, enabling them to perform
Their

growth

better next time.

mindset allows
them to learn

Having a fixed mindset, on the other

from

hand, is a handicap because we don't

every

situation and

recognise the value of new information.

see the positive lesson in every hardship.
A person with a growth mindset is
aware that they don’t know everything,
and that the only way to move forward
in life is to be open to new information
and to retain a hopeful and positive
outlook.
For example, an athlete with a growth

A fixed mindset is just that – fixed. It

mindset would, of course, do their best

does not leave space for improvement,

to set a new record or score a win for

nor does it allow for flexibility.

his team.
People

with

fixed

mindsets

are

However, if that does not end up

negative, and they often tie their self-

happening, for whatever reason, the

esteem to outcome goals.
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Growth vs Fixed Mindset

Obstacles to change

Lets take the athlete again, with a fixed
mindset, they would have a hard time
handling failure because failure directly

Mind
set

impacts the fragile self-image of a good
athlete.
As a result, they would not be able to
learn from mistakes or that situation, and

In the 1970s, two psychologists proved,

it might even lead to them considering

once and for all, that humans are

giving up the sport or engaging in very

not rational creatures. Daniel Kahneman

negative self-talk that would only worsen

and Amos Tversky discovered “cognitive

their emotional state.

biases,”

showing

that

systematically

humans

that
make

choices that defy clear logic. Meaning
we have favoured ways of thinking
whether we like it or not.
Here in lye’s one of our biggest obstacles
to

changing

a

‘negativity bias’.

fixed

mindset,

our

The negative bias is

People with fixed mindsets are often

what’s helped keep us alive because we

judgmental, and because they are not

are programmed to look for danger or

open

that

to

new

ideas

or

different

which

could

be

potentially

perspectives, other people tend not to

threatening to us, it’s ultimately what

want to be around them.

leads us to imagine the worst possible
outcomes and causes us to experience

But don’t despair yet, all is not lost; having a

fear.

fixed mindset is not set in stone.
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OBSTACLES TO CHANGE
A record of what causes fear in us hold a

Meditation:

high priority in our mind, so we tend to
retain more from negative experiences
than from positive ones. It is simply how
our brain is programmed for survival.
Another key obstacle to achieving a
growth mindset is willpower. Real change
begins with decisions, and the good

Meditation is a great tool with the oldest

thing

documented evidence of the practice

is

we

are

decision-making

machines and it’s something we do

as wall arts in the Indian subcontinent

every day.

from approximately 5,000 to 3,500 BCE,
showing people seated in meditative

It

takes

an

enormous

amount

of

postures with half closed eyes.

willpower to continually make decisions
that would lead you to become the

Actually written evidence was first seen

person that you want to be, and it’s not

around 1500 BCE but it took its time

always good to rely on willpower alone

coming to the west, becoming of interest

to achieve that. That is why creating

in the 1700’s and its exploded from there.

long-lasting habits is so beneficial.
The idea of it is quite simple and if you
When we create a habit, the process is

are a beginner I would start with finding

now automatic, and this does not require

a quiet space sit or lie comfortably. Close

a lot of willpower at all.

your eyes. Make no effort to control the
breath; simply breathe naturally. Focus

Here are a few ways that can help you change

your attention on the breath and on how

your negative mindset:

the body moves with each inhalation
and exhalation.
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Since focusing a busy mind can be

Focused Meditation

challenging, as a beginner just start
It might sound silly, and in the

with a few minutes at a time and

beginning, your brain may start

then work up to longer durations.

buzzing with questions and urges to

stop

doing

that

do

With this form of meditation you are

something more productive instead,

simply refocusing your awareness on

however, don’t argue with your

the chosen word or object. If you

mind, take a deep breath in and

notice your mind wandering don’t

out then relax back to normal

follow these random thoughts or

breathing

your

start talking to yourself or engage in

breath, when you stay with it long

an internal dialect, just guide your

enough, your mind will go quiet,

attention back to your word or

and you will experience a calming

object. This will get easier the more

sensation throughout your body.

you practice.

Meditation is very beneficial for both

When I first started to do this I’d feel

mental and physical health, and its

agitated about the wasted time

calming effect has the power to

doing

alleviate your negative thoughts.

experiencing the benefits and how

and

and

refocus

to

on

nothing

but

after

much more efficient and productive
There

are

various

types

of

I was

outside of the mediation

meditation here are couple of my

space I was converted so don’t

go to’s that I used at different times.

give up.

Focused

a

I don’t even need to set a timer I

single point of focus. This could be

just set my intension and when I

the breath as already mentioned or

open my eyes it’s been the time

repeating a single word or mantra,

that I had set. Another amazing

staring at a candle flame.

phenomenon of the mind working

Meditation:

Choose

for us.
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Movement Meditation
Meditation doesn’t mean you have to

But for now lets just start with a walking

be physically still. Meditation is simply

meditation.

intentionally focusing your awareness on
a chosen object for a designated period

This is where you learn how to become

of time.

aware while you walk, you focus on the
present moment. You can put your focus

This type of meditation was what I would

on good posture, taking deep breaths,

do at a time in my life that involved

experiencing the motions of the body as

doing a 14 day week and living on 5hrs

you walk.

sleep a night over a period of say three

years! It was very stressful as I was

This meditation is calming to the mind,

recovering from a motorbike accident

shaking off worries, and helps you to

and trying to maintain a roof over my

become more alert in your body.

head. A positive mind-set was imperative
and

this

fitted

Check that your head is balanced on

perfectly into the busy days when it

your neck and shoulders. Imagine a

seemed every minute was already filled

helium balloon is attached to the top of

to burst!

your head gently pulling you upright.

Movement meditation practice is also

Notice the sensations in your body. The

great for those who struggle with being

sensation of your own breath. Feel the

physically still for extended periods of

weight of your body upon your feet.

time. Many of the traditional martial arts

Become mindful of areas in your body

as well as the ancient practices of yoga

that feel tense or uncomfortable without

and

trying to relax them.

t’ai

type

chi

of

mediation

emphasize

a

mindful

awareness of this discipline.
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Added Bonus
If you want to super charge the effect

How about sound, what can you hear

why not use your other senses, notice

that’s close by you, someone doing their

what you can smell, like fresh cut grass,

gardening possibly, or a car on the road

nearby flowers, or the rain that’s passed,

outside,

of an under tone of wet mud.

playground a way away, and maybe

children

playing

in

the

the noise of a distant motorway or a
plane in the sky.
This all helps focus the mind on the hear
and now. When you practice tuning into
your sense the world around us becomes
so much richer.
If you are on a busy road see if you can

Our senses are known as modalities in the

smell beyond the obvious smells, what

field

about

(NLP) and when you incorporate these

a

passerby's

perfume

or

aftershave.

of

neurolinguistics

programming

as well as the focus on the physical
sensations it works a treat at quietening
Its

amazing

what you can
notice

the mind and brining a greater level of
fulfilment.

when

you place your

Have a look at the available MP3’s in our

focus

shop that can help support you.

into

different

areas

of attention.
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Benefits of Meditation & Visualisation
Visualisation is one of the best ways to

This will not only help you manifest those

get your mind back on track when you

things into your life faster, but it will also

feel out of balance. Listening to slow

help you change your mindset as it has

music and visualising your day helps to

been proven that the brain does not

organise your thoughts, mentally prepare

recognise the difference between what

you, and reduce stress.

we imagine and what is going on
around us.

Try this exercise. Get clear in you rmind
what you want for yourself, say a growth

Benefits of Meditation & Visualisation

mindset vs a fixed one. Once you are
clear on what you want, imagine what

• Lower blood pressure

that would feel like.

• Improved blood circulation
• Lower heart rate

Visualise your best self. How do you

• Less perspiration

move? What do you look like, do you

• Slower respiratory rate

have the glow of health about you? How

• Less anxiety

are you speaking, is it fast, slow or

• Lower blood cortisol levels

purposeful? What are the types of things

• More feelings of well-being

you’d be expressing with this growth

• Less stress

mindset in place? What kind of people

• Deeper relaxation

are you surrounded by? Be as specific as
you can. Then, all you need to do is
imagine yourself as if you are already
that other you.
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More Things To Help You Change Your Mindset

Hypnotherapy

As an example, you may say ‘I set an

Hypnotherapy is another helpful tool that

intention to stay hydrated’, this way you

can change your mindset.

will notice more obviously when you
need to replenish your fluids than get to

As

a form

of

alternative

medicine,

hypnotherapy helps you achieve a state

the end of your auto piloted day and
realise you’ve not drunk enough.

of susceptibility to suggestion as well as
improved

focus.

A

training

hypnotherapist can help you alter some
of your limiting beliefs and fears through
the use of guided imagery.
It

has

been

proven to help
people

quit

Intention

setting

is

really

powerful

smoking,

lose

because it helps you place your focus for

weight, or form

what you want to pay attention to

better

instead of running on autopilot which

relationships.

we’ve already established can result in
avoidance and negative behaviours.

Setting intentions
Instead of waking up and just going

It can help you reach a more positive

through the motions of your life, try

mindset by merely giving you some mini-

setting intentions the first thing in the

goals to work on day to day, which will

morning, intentions are not a to do list!

then

They are things that you want to pay

fulfilment and purpose.

ultimately

attention to.
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lead

to

feelings

of

Creating Good Habits
Lastly, creating useful and healthy habits

important things you can nurture to live a

is the key to changing your mindset.

happy and fulfilled life.

Negative people with fixed mindsets are

Making the change from a fixed mindset

often stuck in loops of bad habits such as

to a growth mindset can lead to you not

over-eating on unhealthy food, drinking

only feel happier and more relaxed daily,

alcohol, smoking, etc. Eradicating all

but it can also drastically improve your

bad habits is, of course, an arduous task.

environment and the quality of your life
in general.

However, you can simply start inserting
new habits into your routine without

The growth mindset makes you more

cutting any of the bad habits out as an

productive, more open, and more fun to

excellent start. By doing this you have

be around.

already made the first steps to change,
and soon enough, those good habits will

You certainly have more chances of

cause you to change your other less

running into unexpected opportunities

beneficial habits as well.

and meeting new people when you are
growth-focused.

With time, you will find yourself in a
positive habit loop which will drastically

Ultimately, changing a fixed mindset into

improve your mindset from negative to

a growth mindset means that you have

positive.

evolved

from

being

the

victim

of

circumstance to being in control of your
The big picture

life.

All in all, having a growth mindset has no
down-sides to it. It is one of the most
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What Mindset Do You Have?

The Tool Box Approach
I tend to take a “toolbox” approach and
use whatever technique or process seems
most appropriate at that moment or that
suits the situation I’m in, have a play around
with these ideas I’ve shared and see how
you get on. You will find something that
works

perfectly

for

you

if

you

practicing.

What Change Could You Start
To Implement?
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